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Tap & Talk - New Travel Apps Make Communicating Abroad Easy
Published on 06/05/12
iAplusApps has just released Tap & Talk, a new series of travel apps for iPhone that make
communicating while abroad easy. Designed specifically for travelers, Tap & Talk can
quickly and easily find a word or phrase among over 4,000 phrases and 2,000 additional
common words. When in common situations such as at a restaurant, in a taxi, or asking
locals for directions, users can navigate through the easy-to-use interface to find what
to say with just a couple taps of the finger.
San Francisco, CA - iAplusApps.com has just released Tap & Talk, a new series of travel
apps for iPhone that make communicating while abroad easy. Have you ever been traveling in
a foreign country and could not speak the local language? This situation can be very
difficult. With a simple interface designed specifically for travelers, Tap & Talk is the
solution.
Unlike normal translator apps, Tap & Talk is designed for travelers who need to quickly
and easily find a word or phrase. When you are in common situations such as at a
restaurant, in a taxi, or asking locals for directions, you can navigate through the
easy-to-use interface to find what you need to say with just a couple taps of the finger.
Features:
* Over 4,000 phrases and 2,000 additional common words
* 15 situational categories, including dining, shopping, accommodations, etc
* Phrases and words spoken in audio by a native speaker, useful for ordering food or
telling a taxi driver where to go
* Use anywhere, anytime. Does not require an internet connection.
* Bookmark words and phrases for quick reference
* Write Tool allows you to draw diagrams or use handwriting when needed
* Information Tab includes additional useful information, such as transit maps, unit
conversions, etc
* Simple, easy-to-use interface
Available for 8 Countries:
* Tap & Talk - Go to France
* Tap & Talk - Go to Germany
* Tap & Talk - Go to Italy
* Tap & Talk - Go to Spain
* Tap & Talk - Go to Japan
* Tap & Talk - Go to China
* Tap & Talk - Go to Korea
* Tap & Talk - Go to Taiwan
This is a very useful tool for all travelers, backpackers, vacationers, business people,
and students. It is not meant to teach you the language, rather act as a communication
tool so you don't have to learn the language. In fact, you can play the audio for whoever
you are trying to talk to without trying to make the pronunciation yourself! Many
questions also come with answers, so the non-English speaker can tap the correct answer to
your question.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
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Tap & Talk app are only $0.99 USD and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Travel category.
Tap & Talk:
http://iaplusapps.com/iaplus/taptalk/talk.html
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/iaplusapps.com/id394837303
YouTube:
http://youtube.com/watch?v=JgcQIppsw1E
Screenshot 1:
http://iaplusapps.com/iaplus/taptalk/image/IMG_0011%20.png
Screenshot 2:
http://iaplusapps.com/iaplus/taptalk/image/IMG_0023.png
App Icon:
http://iaplusapps.com/iaplus/taptalk/image/icon-01.png

iAplusApps is a mobile development company with a variety of products, including language
and travel apps. It also develops for a wide array of platforms and devices, such as iOS,
Android, and Windows Phone. The mission is to produce useful and well designed
applications for a constantly evolving mobile environment. Copyright (C) 2012 iAplusApps.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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